21st ANNUAL FISK RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM
Wednesday, April 3, 2019

SCHEDULE
8:00am—9:15am
HBCU Wellness Panel
PJ 122
Jaelynn Bailey, Biology
Terry Blackburn, Sociology
MyKaila Jones, Psychology
Brooklyn Sims, Biology

9:30am – 12:00pm
Poster presentations—Life Sciences only
Franklin Library
Theme-based Oral Presentations (Concurrent)
Park-Johnson Hall

1:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Poster Presentations —Franklin Library
Lifting the Veil: Fisk and the Harlem Renaissance
Library Special Collections
Theme-based Oral Presentations (Concurrent)
Park-Johnson Hall

3:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Plenary Presentation: A Celebration of St. Elmo Brady & Reception
Franklin Library, 2nd Floor

4:00 pm - 5:30 pm
CORE 120 presentations
PJ 203

PRESENTERS
9:30am – 10:45am
Machine Learning (PJ 103)
Eirene Francis, Business Administration
Oumar Kuranga, Computer Science
Zahra Rasuli, Computer Science

Digital Humanities (PJ 322)
Jordan Thompson, English
Traveria Evans, English
Chandler Claiborne, Political Science
Colin Williams, Biology
Kiara Brewer-Carroll, Psychology
Richard Wallace, Business Administration
Mikaila Robinson, & Shelby Bullock—Psychology
Kadeer Wellington, Art

Colonialism and UN Policies (PJ 301)
Politics and Humanism in a Digital World (PJ 107)
Nataliah Whetsone, Psychology
Dartisha Mosley, English & Music
Micah McDuff, Computer Science
Sydney Patton, Computer Science
Alliyah Robertson, Psychology
Maurisha Johnson, Political Science

10:40am-12:05pm
Business and Economics in the Global Marketplace (PJ 122)
Mekka Abdullah
Jasmin Johnson
Robert Gibson & Victor Alston
Imani Carnes —Business Administration

Key Issues in the Contemporary Business World (PJ 305)
John Hamilton
Maya Walters; Jillian Allen; & Chelsee Harris
Angelica Kollie & Angel Hale
Ariana Young —Business Administration

11:00am-12:15pm
Literary Spheres: Circulating Cultural Tropes through Arts and Media (PJ 205)
Caitlin Tucker, English
Anna Flood, English & Gender Studies
Traveria Evans, English & Gender Studies

Critically Examining Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s Half Of A Yellow Sun: Diasporan Perspectives of Select Discourses Within the African Novel (PJ 107)
Socialization and Human Development (PJ 208)
Donae McPherson, Psychology
Mikaila Robinson, Psychology
Alaya Williams, Sociology

1:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Machine Learning (PJ 322)
Denisa Buliga, Computer Science
Tykeena Watson, Mathematics
Jamaal Wells, Computer Science

Campus and University Culture (PJ 208)
Cassondra Hanna, History
Lea Weatherall, English
Kourtney Tate, Biology
Kiara Brewer-Carroll, Psychology

Computer Applications (PJ 112)
Bikki Nagarkoti
Caleb Anyaeche
Matthew Clark
Basanta Dhakal
Jagdish Ghimire —Computer Science

4:00 pm - 5:30 pm
CORE 120
Kamari Bell; Brian Townshend; Joi Brown; Kourtney Tate; Menelik Demeke; Kira Currie; Camryn Brewer; Jaiho Masam; Genesis Lawrence; Timberley Brown; Mike Houston; Nat Jossell; Kamea Massey; Terry Gullatte